EXERCISE

1. Encircle the letter in the second row that is found in the first row.

2. Encircle the letter ஆ in the following words.

3. Copy the following five times.

4. Copy the following words five times.
   a.
   5. __________
   4. __________
   3. __________
   2. __________
   1. __________

   b.
   5. __________
   4. __________
   3. __________
   2. __________
   1. __________
5. Write the equivalent Tamil form for the given in Roman words.

kaḻai ............ saḻai ...............  
pai ............. ñail .................  
aamai ............. paavai ...............  
tarai ............. kaalai ...............  
tasai ............. piṟai ...............  
vahai ...............  

6. Recognize and read the following words.

Note that the following vowels and the corresponding secondary symbols are introduced so far.

Vowels:  ஐ ஓ ஒ ஐ ஌ ஐ  
Secondary Symbols:  ய ய ய ய ய ய